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799 BROADWAY NSW YORK 3, N. Y. Otero 44r0 

Lae g. Oswald 
4907 L/C Rogasine Street 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

Dear Friendi 

MAY 29, 1963. 	i 

Thank you for your prompt reply. Enclosed are your card and receipt. along 

with our thanks and welcome. 

Tour interest in helping to form an FFCC Chapter in New Crleans is gratedully 

received. I shall try to give you sons basic information now co that you may have 

a better picture of what this entails. 

For one thing. I am enclosing a copy of our Constitution and Hy-laws for all 

Chapters and Student Councils. You will note that there is considerable autoncay 

far an organisation our size. IIe try and let all Chapters operate socording to the 

local requirements. Naturally, there a airdsoul regulations which must be mat 

(All Chapters can receive literature in bulk at a discounted rata and resell at 

the retail price and use the prooteds for further Chapter aotiviticsi Credit is 

extended end payment is not required with the order. We do expect payment within a 

reasonable period so that we may continue our end of the operation. 

• It would be hard to concievs of a chapter with as few members as seem to exist, 

' in the New Orleans area. I have just gone through our tiles and find that Imusiana 

avers somewhat restricted for Fair Play activities. However, with what is there . 

perhaps you could build a larger group if a few people would undertake the dieoiplined 

responsibility of concrete organizational work, 

drc. certainly are not at all adverse to a very small Chapter but certainly would 

expect that there would be at least twice the amount needed to conduct a legal executive 

board for the Chepter. Should this be ressonablewe could readily issue a charter far 
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